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textured benches



textured benches

Sit down, relax and be inspired by Textured Benches by Soelberg Industries. 

Ideal to create a place of gathering in your lobby, breakroom, cafe or 

living space. Textured Benches serve multiple purposes, from seating to 

storage or simply to add another layer of texture and design. Textured 

Bench cases are constructed using high quality MDF core and 3D laminate 

surfacing. Textured faces are manufactured using MDF or baltic birch 

core depending on the texture choosen. Each bench comes assembled 

with 1” height adjustable glides for leveling. We offer a variety of textures 

and finishes to make your bench uniquely yours.
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Texture Pattern: Natura Carta
Case Finish: White

Left:
Texture Pattern: Vetrino
Texture Finish: Umbra Matte 
Case Finish: Shimmer



textured benches - styles

textured bench one
This style has a fixed top and is just for seating. There is texture on just 
the front of this model. The back side of this model matches the sides 
and top.

textured bench two
This style has a fixed top and is just for seating. There is texture on the  
front and back side of this model. It is ideal for open seating where the 
bench can be approached from all sides.

textured storage bench
This bench has a soft-close hinged 
top(s) to allow for storage inside of the 
bench. It also includes lid-stay hardware 
to allow for easy accessibility to stored 
items. This style has texture on just the 
front of the bench.

texture on front and back
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4 foot - one lid and one 
compartment

6 foot - two lids and
two compartments

8 foot - three lids and 
three compartments



bench case finish options

Textured Bench cases are available in eight different finishes. 

Boardwalk

Glacier WhiteWenge
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Portuna Light

Weathered Pine

Shark Gray

Shimmer

Portuna Dark

Texture Pattern: Stricia
Texture Finish: Shimmer
Case Finish: Shimmer

Texture Pattern: Scalpello
Texture Finish: White
Case Finish: Boardwalk

Texture Pattern: Onda 2
Texture Finish: White
Case Finish: Portuna Dark



texture pattern options

Textured Benches are available in all of our texture patterns, including our 

Natura collection. The following patterns are just a sample of what we offer. For 

a complete catalog of patterns, visit soelbergi.com.
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Striscia Lumaca Cerchi

Flusso Turbine Verme

Carta Bambu Vetrino

Statua Pioggia Oceano Texture Pattern: Scalpello
Texture Finish: White
Case Finish: Boardwalk



texture bench sizes

textured bench one

4 Foot   6 Foot   8 Foot
48” wide  72” wide  96” wide
16” height  16” height  16” height
17” deep  17” deep  17” deep

textured bench two

4 Foot   6 Foot   8 Foot
48” wide  72” wide  96” wide
16” height  16” height  16” height
18” deep  18” deep  18” deep

textured storage bench

4 Foot   6 Foot   8 Foot
48” wide  72” wide  96” wide
16” height  16” height  16” height
17” deep  17” deep  17” deep
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texture pattern finish options

Bench textures are available in all of our finish options. The following finishes  are 

just a sample of what we have available.  For a complete catalog of finishes, 

visit soelbergi.com.

Amati Walnut

ZembranoStromboli

Beachwood

Sakura Cherry

Mali Wenge

Merapi

Lausanne

Boardwalk

WhiteShark Gray

Portuna Dark

Fashion Gray

Wenge

Black

Weathered Pine

ShimmerGlassEarthen BronzeBrushed Aluminum

metallics

solids

textured wood grains

wood grains

Texture Pattern: Onda 2
Texture Finish: White
Case Finish: Portuna Dark
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